
Beyond the Door Visualisation
This is a simple but e�ective technique that healthcare sta� and family 
members can use to help the patient feel connected to those outside, 
at a time when they cannot physically be with them.

Explaining the technique to families.

Human connection is based on feeling close to people and places we care about. Think about/ask what the person would like from home. This may include; cards 
and letters from family and friends, artwork from children, family photos, favourite books, music, scents and personal or spiritual belongings. Video messages 
from loved ones, video footage or imagery of much loved pets can all help. Use of regular phone calls & video calls are an easy way to stay connected. 

The medical social worker is available to provide support around emotional and practical concerns held by the person or family members (including support to 
learn to make video calls). Please ask sta� to contact the social worker if needed.

Other ways to feel connected

Source: S. McGarry & K. Jackson. Guidance for Medical Social Workers; Responding to Covid_19 pandemic.                                     Designed by Medical Illustration Unit SJH.

This is a simple technique 

you can use over the 

phone with Pat to help 

him feel connected 

with you....

Over the Phone,

  ask Pat to...

look toward the door 
of the room...

....Beyond that door, not too far 
away, I am here, thinking about you, 
sending you all my/our love. Just 
beyond that door, you should be 
able to feel it from where you are, 
   you are not alone. 

I want you to remember 
that if you feel worried 
or lonely later, 
you are not alone.

Families may prefer to explain this in their own way, the aim is to help Pat visualise the love and connection in his life, when you are not physically present. 
Healthcare sta� can also prompt Pat by reminding him that ‘beyond that door, everyone you care about is thinking about you and sending you love.’ 


